
Diversity, Minority, and
a Woman-Owned

Company

We are proud to be certified
by renowned certifying bodies,
including NMSDC, WBENC, SBA,
State of New York, and State of

Pennsylvania. Our WBE, MBE,
WOSB, SB, and SDB

certifications highlight our
commitment to diversity and

inclusivity.

Expertise in AI Domains

Our recruiters are experts
in the specific needs and
complexities of various AI

specialties, including
machine learning, natural

language processing,
robotics, and AI research

and development.

Advanced Recruitment
Technology

 Utilizing the best job
boards and recruitment AI

tools, we stay at the
forefront of technology to

ensure efficient and
effective recruitment.

Tailored Recruitment
Approach

We tailor our recruitment
strategies to meet the

unique requirements of
each client, ensuring the

right fit not only in terms of
skills and experience but

also in aligning with
corporate culture.

Network of AI
Professionals

Through our extensive
network, we have access

to a diverse pool of
candidates, from emerging

talents in the field to
seasoned experts, ready to
contribute to your projects.

Shorter Time To Hire 

Ensures increased
productivity, cost savings,

and competitive
advantage for our clients

by swiftly filling vacant
positions with high-quality

talent, enabling them to
maintain optimal staffing

levels and respond quickly
to market changes.

Ryon Raghurai
rraghurai atdtechnology.com
4 Arbor Field Way, Lake Grove, NY 11755

631-463-7000

Certifications: 

NMSDC Certified Minority Business
Enterprise (MBE) Cert# NY04910

WBENC – Woman Business Enterprise
Certified

       Cert# WBE1800257

WBENC - Woman Owned Small
Business Certified

       Cert# WOSB180404

NYC M/WBE Certified Cert#
MWCERT2017-582

New York State M/WBE - Cert# 66936

SBA Certified Woman Owned Small
Business (WOSB)

Pennsylvania Small Business – SB –
539746-2021-09-SB

Pennsylvania Small Diverse Business
– SDB – 539746202109-SDB

Cage Code: 6TDP0
DUNS: 078620323
EIN: 45-5469949
Registered CCR, SAM, SBA

ATD Technology LLCATD Technology LLC
Talent Acquisition and AI Staffing Solutions

       ATD Technology LLC, established in 2012, is a woman and minority owned New
York-based staffing firm, that specializes in providing top-tier talent solutions
across various industries.  

      We are proud to announce our dedicated AI staffing division, established to
provide Fortune 500 companies with top-tier AI professionals. Our AI vertical is
committed to driving innovation and delivering transformative business results,
offering a comprehensive range of talent solutions from temporary roles to
permanent placements. We ensure we meet the diverse needs of our clients with
a cost-effective approach.

Machine Learning Engineer
Data Scientist

AI Research Scientist
AI Ethics Consultant
Robotics Engineer

AI Product Manager
AI Solutions Architect

Software Engineer
Data Analyst

Computer Vision Engineer
Natural Language Processing (NLP) Engineer

Prompt Engineer

Artificial Intelligence is transforming industries across the globe, creating new
opportunities and demands for specialized talent. Whether you are embarking

on new AI initiatives or looking to enhance your existing partnership with us, ATD
Technology is here to provide the talent and expertise you need from Temp to

Perm, Permanent Placement, Contract Staffing and Executive Search. 

AI Roles: 


